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In the Light from the 
Angle-Poise

Light from the angle-poise lamp

unrolls its soft musical score 

makes its pilgrimage to doubt or certainty

at the very edge of its light.

Beyond is the dark and who knows what that is.

I lie just within the duct-taped boundaries

to speak to the one person that looks away

I am told the second city of dark

is drowning in endless repetition

we must conduct ourselves on all fours 

cling to our dreams and learn to be empty

He does not turn his head 

At this range the lamp throws out only faint 

scratchy notations of its light

that swallow my words back into whispers



Tower of Babel

Climbing the tower bees disappear 

into mouths that are pierced and pieced

Joy and terror made cheap and accessible

by their own graffito manifestos

The earliest I can be is late

climbing past the tools and pulleys for lifting 

of souls. It is true it returns to truth, verity

of desire, this shameless volition

God no longer believes the aesthetic revolution

offers no solutions, though at each turn

there is the return of blessings: horn of saint, 

hoof of angel

It passes, that feeling of it being your fault,

given permission by the end of knowing,

by the vigil, what it is to be other:

awaiting the exalted return 

In the meantime as we climb we may fashion 

a world inside where all is yet to happen

intending to take every moment 

no matter how it comes



Below, so far below, on the street 

(even from the tops of their heads I knew 

they weren’t who I was looking for)

the clarity of nothing, the validation of men

Under seven choruses of bells

the hammer and the clappers, their height

hurls understanding only a little way

Harken deine klackers

the perfect body turns in life as in sleep


